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In November 2021, a statement was released by TikTok stating that they would be taking actions against video producers uploading inappropriate
videos of children. The company stated that it had hired experts to help identify videos that were in violation of its community guidelines, and would
be removing such videos from the platform.",
TikTok may be missing features such as a video editor, and its data intensive nature may make it difficult for the app to gain traction in markets
where data usage is increasingly expensive. It also remains to be seen if the app can retain its popularity with teenagers.",
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In an article published by The New York Times, it was alleged that "Bytedance is one of China’s most successful start-up companies, with the two
apps under its belt — Toutiao and Musical.ly — each boasting more than 100 million users globally." This article was published on The New York
Times. In an article published by TechCrunch, it was alleged that "Bytedance is one of the key players in China’s internet industry. The company
runs three of the country’s top 10 internet properties in terms of monthly time spent by Chinese users – news aggregator Jinri Toutiao (known as
TopBuzz outside of China), video app TikTok (known as Musical.ly outside of China), and question-and-answer platform Zhihu." This article was
published on TechCrunch.",
Headquarters: Shanghai, China, San Francisco, United States of America Marketing (formerly branded as "Musical.ly for Brands") Investors:
Baidu Inc., Lightspeed China Partners, Sequoia Capital, Tencent Holdings Ltd., SV Angel, Warner Music Group Corp Musical.ly was ranked by
"Forbes" as the 36th most powerful company in entertainment in 2021. The brand was valued at over $800 million in 2021 according to "Forbes"
and has raised $110 million in venture funding from investors including Baidu Inc.",
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TikTok is not the only app by ByteDance that requires its users to pay for certain features. One example of this is the subscription function for
WeChat, a popular messaging service in China and certain other countries. This has led to some people being very concerned about ByteDance's
business practices and whether or not it is fair for people to be required to pay for all of the features that are offered on TikTok's platform. In
addition, critics have noted that these subscription fees may be used by ByteDance to influence user behaviour and/or monitor users' activities in
order to find out what content they are interested in and why they are interested in it. For example, it is possible that people might be required to
subscribe to TikTok in order to listen to certain types of music which ByteDance wants people to hear.",
In May 2021, TikTok launched a version of their app specifically for China called Douyin (Chinese: 抖音). The app is not available in China App
Store or Google Play Store easily but is downloadable for Android users via third-party apps and has a separate iOS app store listing. The
Chinese version features some localized content such as the ability to search event hosts by their name in situations like Line Walker. The app is
also available in English, unlike its International counterpart with the English version being used by people who want to practice their Chinese.",
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In November 2021, the company was served with a subpoena by the United States Copyright Office, which requested details about any content
that was deleted due to copyright concerns and related information. This data was then analyzed by two students at Harvard Business School who
found that on average, 1 out of every 10 videos uploaded via TikTok were protected by copyright. The study also found that over a one-month

period (from October 14 - November 12), about 45% of all videos uploaded on TikTok were originally created by someone other than the
uploaders. In a statement to "The New York Times", a spokesman for Tencent said that they were aware of the copyright issues and has
appointed a member of their legal team to "actively" address the problem. They have also been working on improving the security and safety
measures around the app.",
TikTok allows you to upload videos with various effects including stickers, emoji's and text effects that are very easy to use and they can be used
in your video after recording without changing the original video editing software.",
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